1024: After <every client visit you are asked to call the ofﬁce so that you can report how the visit went . We> also hold regular meetings of volunteers to discuss issues of concern and encourage one another . 10774: If you use the covenant form attached to this leaﬂet you can make <each annual payment at any time , or by any instalments , you wish as long as you make the full annual payment by the end of each 12-month period . Since you are agreeing to make regular payments over a number of years , it> is probably easier for you to pay by Banker ‘s Order or Direct Debit Mandate when the payments will automatically be made from your
bank account . 75981: In other words , Braque divines the essential spirit -- one might almost call it the ` soul “ -- of <each object that he paints . For this reason we> have the feeling that a Braque jug is just as real and valid , just as much a distinct unity , as the jug that comes from the potter ‘s wheel . 81502: In truth the work exhibits great variety , not only in the gestures and postures of the different ﬁ gures , but in the composition of <each subject , besides which it is very interesting to see the various costumes of those times and certain imitations and observations of Nature . One of the most beautiful of these represents a thirsty man , whose desire for water is represented in the most lively manner as he> kneels on the ground to drink from a spring , with such wonderful reality that one might imagine him to be a real person . 93008: Not <every reader of his book can have come to it believing the chauvinistic claims that have sometimes been issued on behalf both of psychoanalysis and of oral history , or prepared to believe that these pursuits could be successfully combined . But it> does not take long to decide that the experiment is being conducted with skill , and that the pursuits have at least a little in common . 93114: A piece of oral
history may be meant to do without a presiding historian in much the same way in which an analytic session may be meant to do without a presiding analyst ; theoretical presuppositions are subject in <each case to a show of suspension , though it is clear that the theories of Freud and others will be present in the consulting-room , and that oral historians may be sympathetic to socialism and to the methods of <pb n=76> Marxist historiography . Fraser ‘s book is not without its evident presuppositions , and not every reader will feel that this autobiographer , having perused and digested his tape-recordings , talked to his analyst and completed his inner and outer voyages , knew something radically different about his past from what he> had known before : that something had been found , or proved . 93170: Fraser ‘s book is not without its evident presuppositions , and not <every reader will feel that this autobiographer , having perused and digested his tape-recordings , talked to his analyst and completed his inner and outer voyages , knew something radically different about his past from what he had known before : that something had been found , or proved . He> had lived with his past for the best part of ﬁ fty years , and his book tells what he had come to know of it
over that interval of time , with help from the theories of Marx and Freud . 98109: Peter Ackroyd is all of the formidable pasticheur that he is praised for being , and Dyer ‘s tale , which affects to be that of someone who lived in the eighteenth century , and in which the element of imitation , present in writing of <every kind , is more obtrusive than it is in the other tale , is the livelier of the two . <pb n=87> Pastiche is a dualistic activity , and it> is an activity which can lend itself to the expression of paranoid feelings and unacted desires . 99416: Greek love is virtuous , Wilde is also represented as saying , because `
men can live in perfect equality , <each ﬁnding in the other the image of his own soul “ . It> is plain that there are many ways of being and of imagining a someone other . 105945: It should not persuade us that this writer has yielded or sold out , any more than it should persuade us that the boy poet Klima is in <every sense the boy poet Jaromil . It> is possible to suggest that the two poets resemble one another . 108258: At the start of the book there are false notes , those of a Hemingway war correspondent : ` <Every knock at the door could mean the end for me . I tried not to think about it> , which is the only thing to do in
such a situation . “ 113977: Raconteur and raisonneur , in his art as in his personal life , he is a concealed author who is evident enough in his hotly opinionated ﬁction : he is not given to expounding his own passionate opinions there , but can be recognised without difﬁculty in almost <every aspect of every one of his novels , including the speech assigned to his often disputatious characters . There is a sense in which each novel of his> is an opinion of his , coextensive with the work itself and rather hard , as a rule , to read off in summary . 115863: It is n’t <every comic genius who would undertake to send his talent into
such painful places . Both this novel and the one which it> resumes are ` hung “ books , in the sense that Parliaments are said to be hung . 117710: It is a distinction which may in the end prove more suggestive than serviceable : the author who tells , and who can be accounted something of a ventriloquist , may well , for instance , be more than capable of carnival , and may even be <every bit as plural in his works as his dialogic counterpart . But it> is possible to believe that the idea of ventriloquism which lies at the heart of it may be successfully applied both to some sorts of contemporary author and to some of what went before
. 118775: It connects the two writers , and it connects <each one of them with their works . The two works of theirs> which Barbara Everett compares are neither of them an escape from the spacious conﬁnes of the personal . 125795: In Moments of Reprieve he remarks : ` What the ` true “ image of <each of us may be in the end is a meaningless question . “ In The Periodic Table he> mentions a woman ` dear to my heart “ who was murdered at Auschwitz : but the book on Auschwitz does not discuss his relationship with her . 136491: Fees set by <each drama school do differ slightly , though they can be considered basically similar . In general , it> ‘s wise to think of each term ‘s tuition fees as costing from £1300 to £1600 ( prices current in 1989/90 ) . 138427: On obtaining a prospectus and asking for an application form , you will ﬁnd that <every drama school will require an audition fee , and this can vary between £15 and £25 . If you can afford to , it> ‘s generally best to spread your auditions around the drama schools so that you are seen more than once . 138941: That ‘s why there are contrasting pieces ; not <every is going to be marvellous with the classics ( Rex Harrison once avowed that he> was ` no good at Tudor verse speaking “ ) . 140224: One thing you
can be sure of is that the panel will know the words of these characters very well ( they will probably be able to prompt you at any given moment should you ` dry “ ) but <each and every time the lines are spoken by a new voice they are different in their texture , humour , drama and music . Bernard Shaw once described Romeo and Juliet as ` the impetuous march of music “ , and if ever there was a play of rich language , this is it> . 146803: Not that I disapprove rural Pleasures , as the Poets have painted them ; in their Landschape <every Phillis has her Coridon , every murmuring Stream , and every ﬂ owry Mead gives fresh Alarms to Love
. -- Besides , you ‘ll ﬁnd , that their Couples were never marry ‘d : -- But yonder I see my Coridon , and a sweet Swain it> is Heaven knows ; -- Come , Dorinda , do n’t be angry , he ‘s my Husband , and your Brother ; and between us both is he not a sad Brute ? <pb n=43> 148360: She talks incessantly and seems over-enthusiastic about nearly <every aspect of life -- prattling on without caring much about the kind of responses she gets from other human beings around . In this speech ( comprising in fact two consecutive speeches ) she> talks to Mike about herself and impressions of the kibbutz life . <spkr> 152302: Siegfried , I do n’t
know what you ‘ll think , but I ‘ve been recommended for the MC -- and I ‘ve recommended <every single NCO who was with me . I ‘m glad of it> -- for the conﬁdence it will give me at home . 155043: It ‘s not much use thinking of the voice without the body , even though <each is the subject of a separate training class . The days when the voice was trained to be a beautiful sound in itself are no longer with us> ; instead , the emphasis is on a more natural approach , with each actor discovering the true quality of his/her own voice , and extending its range as much as possible . 155084: The days when the voice was trained to be a beautiful sound in itself are no longer with us ; instead , the emphasis is on a more natural approach , with <each actor discovering the true quality of his/her own voice , and extending its range as much as possible . After all , the voice is an actor ‘s number one asset , and it> will be in use all the time . 157750: Yet <every now and again a student emerges who shows exceptional talent and it is quite natural that a drama school will make sure that his/her ability is given a good stretch in public with a major role , perhaps playing Hamlet or Hedda Gabler . Some students , there is no denying , are more charismatic and powerful on
stage than others -- and it> is always very difﬁcult for the system to be absolutely fair . 159657: Equity entry is of crucial concern to the large numbers of trained and talented drama school ﬁnalists seeking to enter the business <every year . Membership of Equity , then , is no guarantee of employment -- it> simply gives the member a chance to be considered for the work that is available . 179268: As we examine the dominant beliefs of the two alliances , it must be stressed that we are not looking at beliefs possessed by <each and every person who identiﬁ es to a greater or lesser extent with either set of traditions . Rather we>
are looking at those beliefs , supported by signiﬁcant power bases within each bloc , which have won out in the political process in the past seventy years and still appear to be doing so , in some cases with much decreased vitality . 205715: In it they asserted quite clearly that permitting divorce would certainly affect the stability of all Irish marriages because it rendered <every Irish marriage dissoluble : ` It is as though the legal availability of divorce builds up a social pressure which , for large numbers of people , becomes stronger than moral or religious resistance “ ( abridged version , Irish Times , 14 May 1986 ) . In
effect , they were tending to the view that the very change in law brings about a change in the nature of society and human relationships within it> . 209161: It asked the participants to stop haggling in public and permitted <each bishop to take a decision either way for his own diocese ( Murphy 1959 ) . It> is noteworthy that at this time ( when secularised education was patronised by nearly all the governments of Europe including those that were nominally Catholic ) this query was dealt with as a matter of discipline by the Congregation of propaganda , and not as a matter of doctrine by the Congregation of the Inquisition . 215701:
R
Murray ( 1983 ; 1985 ) advised not to expect too much of schools on the basis of his own in-depth research into two primary schools , one from <each Northern group . He> has also sought support for this view from studies of separate and mixed schooling of different ethnic groups in other countries . 217595: I do not mean to imply , he wrote , that nothing existed before that moment , no plans , no designs , no sketches and no notes , of course there were plans and designs , sketches and notes , how could there not be , he wrote , when my whole life has been nothing but a preparation for this beginning , not only in the sense that
everyone ‘s life is always a preparation for <every beginning in that life but in the quite speciﬁc sense that my own life has always been a preparation for this beginning , nothing but a preparation for this beginning , both consciously and unconsciously , with everything I have done as well as everything I have thought , everything I have felt as well as everything I have suffered . Not that I wish to say , he> wrote , that everything is inevitable , on the contrary , I wish to assert emphatically that nothing is inevitable and nothing was inevitable , neither what I did nor what I thought , neither what I felt nor what I suffered , yet everything was necessary , a necessary beginning and necessary <pb n=12> Harsnet ( typed Goldberg ) is misleading , since it was only after I had begun that I knew I had begun , while before I had begun , before the 27 July 1967 , there was no beginning , as there was no end , there was no time and there was no freedom from time , only endless cups of coffee , endless cups of tea , endless biscuits and endless bacon sandwiches . 218017: I will get up and pee once <every two or three hours , as I have always done , but then I will return to my bed and sleep , I will return to my room and work . It> is only during the time of waiting ,
wrote Harsnet , during the time without hope , that these things assume signiﬁcance , only during the time without hope that one is conscious of them , that one remembers them with despair , that one anticipates them with dread . 222103: I do not <pb n=21> want , wrote Harsnet , to try and trace this logic or to dwell , in these notes , on the nature and direction of my earlier work , especially , he wrote , as I have always held that any new work worth its salt should be essentially different from all that has gone before , all that others have done and all that you have done , just as the deeds of <each new day must never simply repeat those of the previous day or days . Nevertheless , wrote Harsnet ( typed Goldberg ) , I think that this needs saying , quite calmly and objectively , in this commentary , which will not spare me> when I have done badly or in the wrong spirit or left half-done , but will not either , in a spirit of false modesty , gloss over those things in my life and work which have been a success , even , mildly , a triumph . 223502: <pb n=24> Not forgetting the notes in the blue box , he wrote , number the slips perhaps or leave unnumbered , <each slip to record date and place of purchase of one element of the glass , size and shape and substance before incorporation , brief history of its purchase , tube ticket , bus ticket , receipt , weather on day of purchase and weather on day of incorporation , temperature on day of purchase and temperature on day of incorporation , 1 tin peaches , bread , marmite ( small ) , remember laundry , one day like any other ( and Goldberg , pausing in his typing , picked up his pen and put a small question mark in the margin of his typescript and then carried on ) , now winter has come , but every night like every other , walking round the glass under the cold light , measuring the glass , preparing the glass . Time will only enter where I
want it> , wrote Harsnet . 227085: Give <each viewer the chance to do just that . Each element , he> wrote , must be honest , and Goldberg , in the margin , each element : honest . 227094: <Each element , he wrote , must be honest , and Goldberg , in the margin , each element : honest . He> pulled the notebook towards him and wrote : Check early drypoint , Heroin for a Penny , refs . 231916: <Every man must have somewhere to go , “ Marmeladov tells Raskolnikov who has dropped into the pub after his ` rehearsal “ of the murder . ` For there comes a time when he> absolutely must go somewhere . “ 233341: Must have stopped <every ten
yards between junctions seventeen and eighteen . Not a trace of them> . 235729: In lower panel vanishing point clear and perspective of <each element rigorous . But our sense of its space will always depend on where it> is placed . 237528: <Every image , of its nature , he wrote , freezes the world . For centuries we> have tried to pretend that this was not the case . 239238: <Each eye that looks to wear away the glass a little bit . My dream of a book whose print fades a little each time it> is read until the pages are blank . 239332: Find a way of allowing <each viewer to make his own impact on the glass , he wrote , to indicate
that viewing is not a neutral activity . Remove passivity from the process of viewing , he> wrote . 240945: And McGrindle , very matter of fact though drunk as usual : I have sixteen children , seven by my ﬁrst marriage , four by my second , my second wife had two of her own , that makes thirteen , and three from <pb n=60> my third , sixteen , and I am proud to say I have been able to give them all a good education and <every chance in life without ever compromising my integrity . As if every sentence he> had ever written had not cried out to the heavens that the man had as much integrity as a rotten tree-trunk . 243284: As though in
<every life , wrote Harsnet ( and Goldberg returned to his typing ) , if enough work has been done , enough determination shown , there is one ﬁnal large summary , and that should be enough . Perhaps that is the difference , wrote Harsnet , between me> and someone like Goldberg , for all his energy and ambition . 243487: Find the logic of <each project . It> can not be known beforehand , he wrote . 244676: Month in Kyoto <every year with his wife . Apart from Paris Kyoto is the only city she> likes , he said . 248116: We <each have our pantheon , he wrote . We> each have our team . 248125: We <each have our team . For we> need all
the help we can get . 250409: Fortunately , he wrote , while <every person , more or less , in the Western world , has access to pen and paper and can write down a word or two , few will turn as naturally to painting or music to soothe their troubled breasts . Some consolation , he> wrote . 250622: How the days , instead of <each being distinct from each other , merged into each other . May all that be behind me> . 252047: And on the bus : <Every morning he comes out into the garden with his cup of tea and stands there , looking round . I can see him> from the kitchen window you see . 252078: <Every morning it ‘s just the same
routine . He> comes out into the garden and sips his tea and looks around . 255436: <Each element nothing in itself , but whole more than sum of parts , he wrote . ( Yet beauty of glass is that the story it> tells is that the parts can not cohere , can not form a whole , even though they would like to . ) 257849: We ‘ve known <each for long enough to know that silence is better if there is nothing speciﬁ c to say . Please , I said to him> , no hints dropped in the course of articles on other things . 259402: <Every genuine work an affair of the heart , he wrote . Do not prolong it> beyond its allotted span , he wrote , but do not
terminate it before its allotted span . 259637: At the Greenwich Meridian : <Every single spot on earth is the centre , that ‘s what I ‘ve always tried to say in my music . A woman fainted when he> spoke the previous day , the hall was so crowded . 259887: All the pictures he showed me looked the same messy blur but he insisted he could make out the individual features of <each person . When we> speak our names out loud we speak ourselves . 260425: In <every case , wrote Harsnet ( typed Goldberg ) , if we had not done what we did but something else the consequences would have been equally disastrous . In every case , he> wrote , if
we had done something instead of doing nothing the consequences would have been equally disastrous . 260455: In <every case , he wrote , if we had done something instead of doing nothing the consequences would have been equally disastrous . In every case if we> had done nothing instead of doing something the consequences would have been equally disastrous . 260478: In <every case if we had done nothing instead of doing something the consequences would have been equally disastrous . The big glass , he> wrote . 260721: There comes a point in <every project , he wrote , when you are tired of beating your head against the wall . There
comes a time in every project , he> wrote , when it becomes clear that a head is no match for a wall . 260744: There comes a time in <every project , he wrote , when it becomes clear that a head is no match for a wall . Enthusiasm , he> wrote , gives way to frustration , and frustration to anger , and anger to indifference . 268738: What ‘s Brewing is CAMRA ‘s monthly newspaper , sent free to <every member . It> champions the cause of good beer and good pubs . 269595: Add approximately half a teaspoon of white granulated sugar to <each bottle before capping it . This will give the beer a head when you pour it> . 272010: <Each of
the organisations involved has its own particular viewpoint , none of which has been stiﬂed for the sake of consistent unanimity . We> have also included the observations of a leading pub designer in order to give the report more breadth . 282714: Our theory -- if we are in the business of expounding a theory on the subject of pub design -- is that <each pub must be treated individually and on its own merits . We> contest that there are no laws written in stone , and that there is room for hybrids . 286378: Director of the UK ‘s Fire Protection Association , Stewart Kidd , said the US law would require a smoke detector in <each room
and a sprinkler system for hotels more than three storeys high . ` By 1996 , 90 of all nights spent by Federal employees in hotels must be spent in those which comply with this law , “ he> said . 295593: A maximum of six delegates can be accommodated on <each course , and the package includes a one-day refresher , three months after going live . Innsite , however , is realistic in its view of the market , for it> also offers a budget start-up package that teaches the fundamental of Innfront in ﬁ ve consecutive days , which can be topped up later with further training . 297231: As data security is such a fundamental issue for all computer users , programs which enable back-ups to be taken are supplied with <each PC . These programs are part of the operating system -- the set of commands which come with the computer and allow you to communicate with it> . 297947: The stock ﬁle on the Caterdata package allocates a code to <each ingredient which Catering & Allied buys from its various suppliers . When the latest invoices are recorded , Caterdata looks at various sections of its ﬁling system and updates them> with the information . 298189: And the next time Brown compiles a menu , the costing for <each dish will be based on the updated purchase price . As the goods
are drawn out of the larders , the statistics are adjusted downwards , and Brown can quickly check how much he> needs to re-order . 305437: She said that the aim of the directive was to harmonise the hygiene practices of all the member states , and it was up to <each country to interpret the directive . ` We> would hope that in consultation it would be tightened up , but the EC might prefer it in its general form , “ she said . 306995: On the one hand the multiplication of good brasseries in recent months has been a breath of fresh air to the restaurant industry , and the public has shown its appreciation by packing them full <every
night . But , unfortunately , there are also restaurants cashing in on the brasserie bandwagon by serving cheap , cheerful and desperately trendy bistro food in designer surroundings -- and charging the earth for it> . 310152: We close the Old Rectory just before Christmas <every year and do n’t re-open until February . That way we> can keep smiling at our customers during the rest of the year . 310378: ` In another location I would probably have a full dining room <every night , but that is only a part of what is important to me . I do not suffer from a lack of ambition , I simply accept life as it> is . “ 314790: A good <each way
bet could be cuisine des femmes -- women ‘s cooking . Members of the Association de Restauratrices CuisiniËres ( ARC ) , a body of lady chefs , are working hard to prove that it> exists and that it is a vital component of French cooking today . 320886: Next to him his wife , a tall rangy woman whom Sven Hjerson somehow saw even here as being astride a hunter , was leaning forward tapping the tips of the ﬁ ngers of <each hand one against the other . Beside her> , chair <pb n=105> drawn a little back , Miss Abernethie sat , her face rigid with disapproval , though of what precisely there was no telling . 330910: He was doing the cake
judging for us , as he always does , <every year . Bit of a gourmet , he> was . “ 332589: A great deal of gossip about the village and its inhabitants had thus come her way , from <every direction . It> gave her a rather unique 360-degree view of the place . 1609843: We face real threats internationally from pollution , over-population , from famine , from nuclear accidents and from the collapse of an unjust world economic order which means we take more money from the poor than we lend them <every year . “ Ron Todd , Transport and General Workers ‘ Union general secretary , was applauded as he> reafﬁ rmed his union ‘s commitment to unilateralism . 341331: And Mr Walker behind locked doors between <every matinee and evening . But when it> come to you , master Conroy , and you hardly out of short trousers &hellip “ 355914: ` I ‘m afraid , “ said Henry Tyler with <every appearance of regret , ` That ‘s not my Department . “ Dr Iverson was equally welcoming , ` What a pity it> ‘s dark . 356204: Potted shrimps in attractive little ramekins , and prettily adorned with watercress , stood on plates at <each place . It> was clear that the Major ‘s wife was the chief lady guest , as she was seated on Dr Iverson ‘s right , the Major sitting on Margot Iverson ‘s right .
359942: ` Two bowls of <each were placed within easy reach of all the guests , “ said Milsom . ` In theory , I suppose , the nearest piece of fruit could have been doctored , but I do n’t see myself how the murderer could have been sure the victim would have picked it> . “ 361474: ` <Every avenue that we can think of . “ ` What we> want , then , Inspector , “ he said bracingly , ` is a new avenue or fresh look at an old one . “ 362721: It grows from strength to strength <each year and the quality of the programme gets even better . As a director myself of music ﬁ lms it> ‘s great to know the Festival is contributing so imaginatively
to the re-emergence of Birmingham as a major city of culture . 369301: Ghatak saw himself as groping , experimenting with <each ﬁlm , trying to ﬁnd a new form to say something new , now picturesque , now documentary , now epic , now experimental , now melodrama . Each ﬁlm has something new to tell us> , something from which we too can learn . <ptr t=A0ECA00L> <ptr t=A0ECA00M> <ptr t=A0ECA00N> <ptr t=A0ECA00P> <ptr t=A0ECA00R> 383295: I wish you and everyone else at the school <every success in the future . Yours> sincerely , Dorothy Streeter 405639: Anyway he owned the place and in most people ‘s eyes he had <every right to chuck me
out . Me> being made homeless is a minor detail . “ 428774: They cost £1.99 <each and contain three sachets of seeds in shades of the chosen colour , graded by height into small , medium and large varieties . We> have joined Mr Fothergill ‘s to offer 200 sets in each colour to our readers : a total of 1,000 packets to give away ! 443908: Sow from September to November , spacing seeds about 5in apart <each way , or 4in apart in rows 6in apart . Cut the leaves back in spring , then allow them> to re-grow before digging in the plants . 446651: The crevices where the spurs were cut back <each year were particularly attractive hiding
places for mealy bugs . However , like the newly decorated glasshouse toad , the mealy bugs , being white , found it> difﬁcult to remain unseen . 449319: Packed with gardening know-how , its structured style and easy-to-follow , well-illustrated format will appeal to <every gardener , from novice to enthusiast . The Gardeners ‘ Manual has been designed to pull out and collect , so you can always keep it> close at hand with your other gardening reference books . 453192: Add a barrow of rotted manure for <every 120sq yd . If you ca n’t plant them> out at once , pot up the runners and plant out later . 466134: Two contrasting colours
such a blue and yellow can look effective when freely mingled , <each intensifying the impact of the other . Limiting a bed or an area of a border to all the various shades of a single colour produces a sophisticated effect , although on a larger scale it> may appear monotonous unless relieved by a subtle use of green or variegated foliage . 469162: Safety must be everyone ‘s concern -- the majority of accidents could be avoided if <every pilot is aware of the common hazards . Reading or hearing of other pilots ‘ experiences emphasises how easy it> is for even seasoned pilots to make mistakes . 469277: Considering that so many gliders
are ﬂown across country on <every possible soaring day , the accident rate for gliding is extremely low . However , it> must always be remembered that , like the sea , the air is an environment which is potentially dangerous to the unwary . 469458: Just slipping and dropping a wing while loading it into the trailer will cause hundreds of pounds ‘ worth of damage , and although most gliders are insured , <every accident eventually results in higher premiums and higher costs for gliding enthusiasts . It> is quite rare to have an accident directly caused by some kind of technical failure . 469877: This is because he has recently practised safety procedures for almost <every conceivable emergency , and they are therefore fresh in his mind . Also , the pilot will be in very good ﬂying form and his instructor will have made sure that he> has not been getting into bad habits . 470883: It is important for these pilots to develop the habit of checking the position of the gliding site immediately after releasing the tow and to re-check it regularly <every few circles . It> is also important to be aware of the wind direction and the amount of drift , and to avoid drifting down wind whenever possible . 472484: In windy weather <every effort should be made to avoid having
to move the glider upwind ; it is far safer and easier to land well into the ﬁeld and then to move the glider back down wind . It> is safe to push backwards , moving down wind with the nose into wind , provided that the airbrakes are open and weight is applied down on the nose . 473828: Even the towplanes are taxied to a nearby picketing point and tied down properly between <each ﬂ ight . Now that modern gliders are so much heavier and have their wings closer to the ground , it> is fairly usual for private owners to park 90∞ out of wind with the into-wind wing up . 474156: The only safe solution is to get the gliders into the hangar
before the squalls arrive , or to make sure that there are at least two people close to <each glider all the time , ready to swing them round when necessary . Everyone gets very wet but it> is worth while getting soaked if it saves even one glider from serious damage . 477147: The importance of the vital actions drill may even be undermined in the eyes of the student if the instructor insists on a complete check of <each control movement for every ﬂ ight ( stick to the left , left aileron
up , right aileron down , stick to the right , etc. ) , since it is clear that things like this can not change between ﬂights , and the majority of
ANOVA
experienced pilots only do that check on the ﬁrst ﬂight of the day . I think that the instructor should treat the ﬁrst ﬂight on a particular glider as if it> was the ﬁrst ﬂight of the day , and on subsequent ﬂights he should just check for full and free movement and that the surfaces are moving fully . 477527: This operation needs to be explained and demonstrated to <every student . It> must be understood that unless the geometric
lock is
felt , either the brakessubject:
are notF(1,94)=18.54,p<.001
locked , in which case a harder push is needed on the lever , or the locks themselves need adjusting . 477650: The cause of almost <every incident where the airbrakes
antecedent
type:
open during the launch is that the pilot has failed to lock them correctly . The amount of force needed to lock them> will vary considerably from aircraft to aircraft and even perhaps from day to day . 478335: An experienced instructor will stop helping the student at this stage and will refuse to comment until after <each ﬂ ight . In this way , the student can gain conﬁdence by knowing that he> made the decisions and that they were sensible ones . 478518: Whereas in the air pilots may make good decisions and behave responsibly , on the ground they may feel that <each move is being watched and criticised by the <pb n=28> other members
item: F(1,62)=26.75, p<.001
. This will make them> less decisive and may inhibit them from giving orders or taking charge of the situation . 481072: It is vital for <every pilot to learn to steer on the ground because it is a completely different technique to turning in the air . Students should be given experience of steering the glider off to one side so that they learn how to use the controls independently instead of co-ordinating them> . 485604: If the decision is made to continue with a circuit , use a well-banked turn and monitor the airspeed <every few seconds . If there is plenty of height , it> may be wise to straighten up and ﬂ y down wind a little to
subject:
p<.001
allow more room for the landing . 499048: <Every glider pilot should make at least one downwind landing during training in order to realise that there is no particular problem in making a safe landing as long as the wind is not very strong . In some circumstances it> may be the best thing to do . 502467: From then on the stall training must be continued , with a little done on <every ﬂ ight . The student must understand that causality:
nobody likes the reduced ` g “ sensation
at ﬁF(1,94)=17.43,
rst , but that
individuals differ in their reactions to it> . 506833: But you must get the ﬁnal stages of <every approach within the range of the airbrakes so that you
item:
F(1,62)=26.2,
p<.001
have some control to prevent either under or overshooting . In a ﬁeld landing it> often happens that on the ﬁnal approach or even during the hold off you realise that the ﬁrst part of the ﬁeld is not as smooth as it is further along . 506977: <Every landing should be made fully held off to ensure a low touch down speed . I always think that it> is criminal to undershoot the spot with some airbrake still on . 507468: <Every cross-country pilot should be competent at side-slipping . It> is often the only sensible way of getting rid of extra height quickly if you are still tending to overshoot with full airbrake . 508376: On <every
interaction:
subject:that
F(1,94)=8.53,
p<.005
local ﬂight that I make in a single-seater glider , I do some sideslipping on the approach to keep in practice . Usually it> will be only for a few seconds , but it is the ability to do it instantly on demand that is so important . 509736: All the time during <each turn it is essential to have a plan for the worst contingency and to know exactly what you would do if you suddenly lost 200 feet . In this way it> is possible to use
the lift low down with safety , provided
the thermals
are not too turbulent . 514931: feel <each door before opening it . If it> ‘s warm or it smoke is coming through , do n’t open it , the ﬁre is on the
other side <label> 521207: AIDS is an everyday topic in the papers and on television ; there is <every chance that your children have become interested , even at a young age , but they may have misunderstood things and have some strange ideas . It> is important for you to talk with them about AIDS , to explain the important facts and to answer any questions they may have . 527223: The reasons young people sniff glue vary with <each individual . Usually it> ‘s out
of
curiosity
.
527832:
item F(1,62)=12.95, p<0.001 There are , on average , 30 ` abusable “ solvent based products in <every house . Keep them> in a speciﬁ c place and discard ones you do n’t use .
533033: The menopause is a natural event in <every woman ‘s life . It> marks the end of her periods and her capacity to bear children . 551131: This loyalty to the family ( or force ) is another lived quality which is imbued at <every turn by practice and example . Although rarely deﬁned , it> is often on the lips of the members , so that the phrase , ` I do n’t want to seem disloyal , but &hellip “ will often preface even the mildest internal criticism of any of the systems of policing . 557727: Today , in the early 1990s there seems to be <every possibility their taste for autocracy and power might persuade the police that secrecy
should take on a new dimension , so that sedition could acquire new status as a deviance , while even the ` espionage “ of ethnography could well become actionable . In this situation , research into the police could well become increasingly difﬁcult and even less welcome than it> was a decade ago . 566014: <every anthropologist has experienced ` culture shock “ ; a temporary inability to grasp and act and think in the terms of the assumptions upon which the newly entered culture is based . Not only is this shock experienced in ﬁeldwork , while one learns the ways of a new culture , but it> is experienced even more disconcertingly when
T-TESTS
one returns to one ‘s own culture &hellip two different worlds have met in the same person . 566437: There were only three divisions in the city -- east , west , and central -- and <each of us in our own division knew we were the Èlite ; for just as the men in the west were certain they were best , so the men from the east remained convinced of their own superiority . And together we> were emphatically co-operative that neighbouring forces were populated by lesser mortals . 566948: <Each link in the chain expressed a perceived correct place and tied this into an all-encompassing behavioural ideology which in turn determined our action
causal/non-causal for quantiﬁed antecedents:
p<.001
ref/non-causal
. In the symbolic construction of this community ( Cohen 1985 ) boundary images of inside and outside were elaborated to an intensity , making us> crucially aware and ` conscious &hellip of dirt that has ambiguously got onto the wrong side of the frontier “ ( Leach 1976 : 61 ) . 567131: For even the least reﬂ exive or philosophical seem to be aware of the potential for reversal inherent in this system of power , where the sacred and the profane have the possibility of turning upon each other at <every conjunction . During my early career , for instance , when one of the shift was caught and sentenced for a string of burglaries , the othfor for
referential
antecedents:
p=.12
ers skirted around their implicit knowledge that ` there but for the <pb n=66> grace of God goes everyone “ , and comforted themselves by recalling ( with the aid of the hindsight-ometer ) that he> had ` never been a real polis &hellip always been a bit of a loner , something of an outsider &hellip “ 571549: <Each separation contains symbolic signiﬁ cance , incorporating transitional stages of liminality . At times it> is even causal/non-causal
possible to lay out
examination
the intense post-liminal
rites and ceremonies of reincorporation required by the police institution as it seeks to draw the marginal mover back into the fold . 584049: Somehow
among the chaos of coffee cups and a snowstorm of phonecalls and paper , she and Francis <pb n=13> and a cheerfully unreliable string of volunteers threw together <every month a gay arts magazine . A lot of women put her> down for working with a man , especially one like Francis , camp as Christmas in Tangiers , a slow fuse of lasciviousness smouldered in every phrase . 584087: A lot of women put her down for working with a man , especially one like Francis , camp as Christmas in Tangiers , a slow fuse of lasciviousness smouldered in <every phrase . But he> made her laugh and worked like hell for peanuts . 584861: <Each business meeting put a spark of challenge in her green eyes . She> led with the chin and got her own way most of the time . 588455: And Francis would know something was happening : he would not leave it be until he ‘d extracted <every detail , he never did . But he> rang at 10.30 , hung over and apologetic . 588946: <Every six months , she ‘d ring him and listen to the ravings of his latest guru . Then he> ‘d inherited and blown the lot , only alcoholism and smack-addiction to show for it after eighteen months . 591508: Lucy drove , deft competent hands guiding them through the suburbs , Jay lit cigarettes for them both , a secret kiss at the
tip of <each one ; houses blurred past beyond Lucy ‘s proﬁle . And soon it> was trees , and then they parked . 601082: She drove as if Lucy was beside her -- usually she cursed <every cut-throat city driver -- and sucked the hell out of a row of pre-rolled cigarettes , cigarettes rolled hastily at red lights , slamming in and out of gear . These days of wonder , she> felt graciously pleased with her life ; keeping her self-promise not to be heavy with Lucy , thinking herself under the skin and into the mind of the woman she loved . 611922: She felt cornered , counted out by this cool precision , ﬁ ghting for something which had given
<every sign of gracious ﬂowering &hellip from time to time . She> forced herself to admit the words . 614640: Dragged off the dole queue and hating <every minute . But then I realised you had joined the queue of dolour -- I take it> from your sparkling eyes that Lucy ‘s dropped her drawers and ﬂung herself into sapphic bliss ? “ <pb n=99> 624811: I even spent <every evening last week in , in case . It> ‘s a dead one . 625962: It was not even as noble and hopeless as tilting at windmills ; she was blindfolded by not understanding and whirled towards <every sound -- Lucy ‘s voice , laugh , proﬁle , light footfall : all worn by unknowing everyday strangers . She> was challenging the shadows of shadows , challenging the shadows of primeval monsters half-glimpsed in nightmare . 628434: But then she shrugged : <every plot was so eminently forgettable , she could start again , once she was through . She> watched her bare toe rub against the whitened concrete of the balcony . 630776: Pre-Astrid , Jay had been in a dead job , art workshops with utterly disillusioned teenagers , <every morning she coughed she rang in sick , malingering Mondays , rain seeped in the doors of the empty bus every morning , the bus to the High Street for the next bus , hoping to be early
quan/non-causal
enough to miss the screaming leering sneering schoolgirls she had to face all day . She> was a washed-out wash-out , Miss , why ‘re you such a div ? 632184: <Each sorry a slorry slurred whine . She> is wearing her party smile which slashes to a snarling slaver and she makes it to the kitchen where cold steal lies on Dutch tiles . 655844: Bear in mind the way <each technique sets the body up in a different way . Thus a snap punch from the leading hand brings the hip forwards and disguises the rear foot as it> slides up . 660462: <Every competitor should have his own ﬁ rst aid kit . Also , the coach should have a comprehensive kit on
hand and he> should be skilled enough to use it properly . 663152: Menzies himself had a yellow face with a stained-looking ﬂush on <each cheekbone , and when he felt a bout of fever coming on , he drank to drown the symptoms . Now he> looked over at Cameron , taking stock of the quizzical lift of his right eyebrow when he looked out below his black fringe , the down-turn of his mouth under his long curved nose , and began to recapitulate his argument with care , uncomfortably aware that Angus might think he was trying not to sound drunk . 664005: His sons have been to <every place and farm along the Tummel . Every family with a young
man knows they may lose him> to the war , and they are as furious about it as a swarm of bees . 664013: <Every family with a young man knows they may lose him to the war , and they are as furious about it as a swarm of bees . Or Alex and Donald say they are , and I believe them> . 664478: If the Duke looks out from his eastern windows , he will see crowds of ﬂ ames dancing among the tree trunks , a hundred ﬁres and a dozen folk round <every ﬁre . “ Cameron looked steadily at him> for a while until Stewart turned his head with a little toss and swallowed down his wine . 667656: <Every man from nineteen to twenty-three is liable , except for married men with two or more children , and sailors , and apprentices -- whoever heard of apprentices as old as that ? “ he jeered , and the crowd jeered with him . ` And except for ministers , of course -- we> can not do without them ; or schoolmasters -- the Lord Lieutenants will need them to draw up more lists and sign <pb n=29> away more lives when the six thousand have bled and died in France , or Spain , or India . “ 669408: <Each of these men occupied a bastion . Well , they had penetrated Atholl ‘s bastion and he> had had to meet ` his “ people man to man , and man to woman , on a level , with no intermediary . 673904:
He turned and let his eyes lock with the laird ‘s , the minister ‘s , and the factor ‘s , <each one in turn , while they stared back and tried to look perfectly blank . ` You are sitting here because you have the power , and if that is true , then you can use it> as well for us as against us . 676920: So he divided the people , half to scour the right bank of the river down the forested links and narrows as far as the meadows above Logierait and force a signature from <every proprietor , half to come with him to the north side ; they would all meet at Haugh of Ballechin after the sun had set and plan for tomorrow . The McLaggans had put
grass halters round the necks of a few of Menzies ‘ horses ; Cameron rode on one ; from the back in his dark coat he> looked like a preacher leading away the faithful to a ﬁeld communion . 677432: on the far bank Cameron had outstripped them , his army moving steadily down the strath , winning signatures at the house of Cluny , at Clochfoldich and Pitnacree , by the solid slow avalanche of their numbers , massing quietly round <each house , hammering three times on each door . By this time every gentleman knew what was expected of him> : Cameron never dismounted , he leaned from the saddle and passed the paper down to the angry , helpless proprietor and took it back signed . 677445: By this time <every gentleman knew what was expected of him : Cameron never dismounted , he leaned from the saddle and passed the paper down to the angry , helpless proprietor and took it back signed . The west windows of Hope Steuart ‘s place at Ballechin ﬂ ared with sunset , as though ﬁres blazed inside it> . 677529: Cameron passed it by , the man could stew in his choler for a while , and when the dark came on and his servants and womenfolk grued at <every owl-call or salmon-splash from the river , his deﬁance would burn lower and he would give his name . While most of the people
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stared from one to the other , letting them feel his deﬁ ance and distaste . 679293: He was looking past Cameron at
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the mill , eyeing <each workman in turn as though to memorize his face , then looking back at Cameron . ` We> are ahead of ourselves , Mr Flemyng , as you know . 682034: Outside the day was ﬁne enough , too clear perhaps ; <each roughness on the skyline was sharply visible , as though it might rain later . Just now the autumnal coolth was tonic and he> breathed it in like drinking draughts of fresh milk , then took dippersful of water from the butt at the side of the house and sluiced his head into activity . 683945: Angus Cameron stood up on the oak stump which Donald used as a chopping-block , held out his hand to <each part of the
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i of his words : ` Alexander McLaggan , Mary Stewart -- you love each other , and must wed each other , and that is right and good . We> all of us feel your happiness and we have come to celebrate it with you , and with your families . 687386: Down <every track and path and road the knots and ﬁles of people were converging . If the minister had been looking out from his manse windows , he> would have thought that his prophecy had found honour in its own country at last . 688213: ` This Act will enslave
crowd as though drawing them into the circuit of the ceremony , and said , at ﬁrst quietly , then gaining volume
as he felt the truth
UMass
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you , “ he heard Cameron saying , ` and not only
theAmherst.
young men
among you
but <every family with a son who is in his prime . For how are we> to bring in the corn harvest with all those strong hands and strong arms gone ? 688662: The <pb n=74> feeling was soughing through them , <every face was turned fully towards him , features naked , eyes widened ( they were too expectant , too dependent on the next sally , their wills must be gathered up and channelled towards an irresistible action ) . ` It> will never end until we feel our powers , until we see how few and weak they are “ ( this was the merest wishfulness ) , ` and how strong they
are , for consider what they have now , and in what sort of a country we are living . 688853: There is a Bastille in <every glen and ﬁrth , and this Act is the ﬁnal fetter “ ( but it would not be , there would be plenty more ) . ` Let them> put it on you and you are done for at last -- food for the cannons , and the swamp-fever , and the hulks . 689007: <Each of the words came out separately with the force of an oak peg hammered into a hole . A roar of arousal sounded out at once and he> spoke above it , formal and explanatory now ( letting the standard phrases quell his own misgivings ) . 689075: We petition against the Act , a
petition to go from <every parish . We> must all join in this -- there is no room for anyone to hang back . 689344: We must have one great voice in this , and it must come from <every quarter , up to Rannoch , along the loch to Glen Ogle and Loch Earn . We> will meet at Fortingall tomorrow , and let us make it the biggest meeting of all -- the Glen Lyon folk will join us there , and once Breadalbane joins with Atholl , then they will know that the whole people is on thy move . 689651: Hemmed in by bicks and shoulders , besieged by people wanting to shake his hand , put questions , or merely to remind him of past meetings , Cameron was
struggling to respond and make <each person feel attended to.He still felt naked and drained after the speech , yet now was the time to be weaving more individuals ﬁrmly into thy spreading fabric . We> only have the year ‘s agreement on our place -- will the laird turn us out if Kenneth signs the paper ? “ a nervous yellow-haired woman was asking him . 694329: <Each man was struggling to ﬁll the hollow that had opened inside him , to bridge it over with some kind of reasonable structure while saying nothing about itquant/causal
as though afraid it might crumble if it was exposed to the light . ` Maybe we> stretched too far beyond our own place , “
Menzies hazarded at last . 698021: No wonder they like a dram at <every house . “ Outside the thunder grumbled ; it> sounded pent up , unable to discharge itself . 699005: No “ -- he forestalled Cameron ‘s objection -- ` you know as well as I do , Angus , the Duke is daft but he is clever , and he has an entry to <every house from Atholl to Dunkeld . We> can not do without his cunning , or his tinker friends . 705256: He was notoriously avid for <every shilling he could earn . And he> had seemed almost to be currying favour when he was tumbling out the story of his family ‘s lost lease , trying to get Cameron to agree that the
lairds were done for now . 706908: As he was handed back into the Tolbooth , there was a bustle at another door -- a man ‘s face , focusing suddenly into familiarity : James , a patch of high colour on <each cheekbone , red on white , his hair more grizzled than Cameron remembered , looking ahead of him with wide eyes . No time to shout out -- the door clunked behind him> . 707855: It was worth <every mile , and somehow the travelling was particularly appropriate , for he is himself a travelling man , at home everywhere and nowhere . He> is one of nature ‘s gentlemen . 712253: He loved to speak Yiddish , and <every Sabbath would ﬁ nd
family and guests , rabbis and friends , some of them world-famous , discussing the sermon , the latest books ( of which he had a very ﬁne collection ) , Jewish history and literature -- in Yiddish , Hebrew and English . Curiously , he> had a pronounced Scottish accent , in an area whose street names reﬂected the provenance of the early settlers at Westmount : Douglas , Montrose , Ramsay , Aberdeen , Argyll and so on . 721888: Nevertheless , advance he did , and so the time came for his Bar Mitzvah , at 13 years of age , by which <every Jewish boy technically becomes adult ( i.e. morally responsible for his actions ) , a ` son of the
British National Corpus. Oxford
law “ . Next to the circumcision ceremony , this is the most important event in a young Jewish boy ‘s life , and invests him> with a measure of maturity as well as a commensurate sense of responsibility . 734009: In this poem we see their shared Jewishness , and the ` irreverence “ ( as some would see it ) they <each had for the Tradition -- at least for that view of it which some espoused ; we also see a shared disdain for rabbinic ( and priestly ) logic , to them both a form of mental death . As Leonard commented in Police Gazette , ` I ‘d rather sleep with ashes than with priestly wisdom , “ which has even more point when we> underUniversity
Computing
Services. 740854: Their whole emphasis was against conventionalism -- in <every form , not least the sexual , the religious and the artistic . It> is almost certain that Leonard ‘s interest in Zen Buddhism was sown at this time , and his ` anti-intellectualism “ conﬁrmed . 751169: But it is certain that he , like the Jews of old , knows that , ` we are the Adam of our souls “ ; <each has its own opportunities , each its own triumphs , failures and guilts . He> bears witness to this , and to the whole man ( as ever ) , with particular distinction in this new book .
stand that the ashes referred to are those of the
victims
of the Holocaust
753986: Now one of the interesting cameos of God ‘s providence , prominently found in the Talmud and among the Hasidim , is the idea that in <every generation are 36 tsadihim , pious or righteous men , who ( though unknown ) keep the world going . The Hasidim idealised them> , regarded them as intermediaries between God and his world . 756760: <Each evening , arriving at a new hotel , she carried from the car one suitcase , one shoulder bag , a striped beach bag and a Guernsey knotted round her shoulders . Each morning she> opened all her luggage , looked at the shirts and dresses and pairs of trousers , felt a moment ‘s regret for a
favourite red silk blouse , before choosing either the cotton shorts and the yellow tee shirt or the denim shorts and the pink top . 756793: <Each morning she opened all her luggage , looked at the shirts and dresses and pairs of trousers , felt a moment ‘s regret for a favourite red silk blouse , before choosing either the cotton shorts and the yellow tee shirt or the denim shorts and the pink top . Sometimes she> walked miles along the clifftops , taking no notice of the scenery . 756919: <Each night she spoke to a waiter to order a meal ; each morning she asked for boiled rather than scrambled eggs for breakfast . Otherwise she>
could not remember when she had lastBNC
spoken
anyone
. 762179:
the time someone called the police the street boasted red descriptions of <every aspect of straight sex along with some more arcane terms such as ` fellatio “ , ` cunnilingus “ and ` onanism “ . <pb n=22> ` It> ‘s quite all right , “ she said to the young , pink faced WPC . 763781: <Each evening I reported to Anne , keeping it light for the most part . ` But are you actually getting anywhere ? “ she> asked . 771688: <Each man took time to compliment her hair , her face , <pb n=49> her clothes , her ﬁgure ; he told her a great deal about herself . When he> ﬁnished he
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told her about himself . 773394: She posed carefully for <each exposure
. The snaps these machines took never portrayed her> at her best , but they would give the general impression . 773838: Finally , still shaking , she cut the photos apart and clipped one to <each letter . These men would know how she> really looked . <pb n=55> 776373: After the dinner , <each of the Heads of State was to be presented with a small Luctian art form . Susan had read of the ceremony in the factual brief for the President ( Michael ‘s brief , but she> did not allow herself to think of Michael ) . 777103: Reﬁ ned red iron is pumped into the breathing
leaﬂets.
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apparatus that <each inhabitant of Trame wears at all times . With the help of the red iron a Tramen is able to inhale the atmosphere of the planet -- which would otherwise be deadly to him> -- and to exhale gas for export to Vascar . 780024: She returned to the formal garden and paced its perimeter several times , counting her steps to see if the number would be the same on <each circuit ; but it was n’t . She> went indoors to her room , lay on the bed and looked at the ceiling until a nurse brought lunch . 784188: ` Do you remember , baby , last September how you held me ti-ight <each and every ni-ight ? “ , they sang as the back
door opened and Nick came in , a bottle of wine in each hand . ` We-ell whoops a daisy , how you drove me> crazy , “ sang Nick , pirouetting and waving the bottles in the air , ` but I guess it does n’t matter anymore . “ 784883: ` I ‘m not doing this <every morning , “ he said . ` With so many of us> <pb n=85> we ought to set a rota for cooking . 791192: Maggie was about to protest that talking to Roger and Luke did not qualify as lurking , but Roger made off with a bottle in <each hand and Luke had vanished again . Caroline led Maggie back into the living room where she> introduced Colin . 795155: My ex and I still met <every six
i
months or so , I do n’t know why . These occasions , so far as I could tell , brought neither of us> any pleasure
. 805988: By this pointi , <every knowable quality was conﬁned to the mind . But the modern behaviourist and functionalist analyses of mind treat mental states as mere powers to produce behaviour : that is , they abolish the intrinsic qualitative content of mental states , replacing it> by causal , hence relational , properties . 808545: Moreover , these potential thoughts do not just lie there like strands of spaghetti on a plate : <each must have a certain kind of relation to the others . Thoughts about how the spectacles
would appear to me> if I moved towards them leftwards must be related in the correct way to thoughts about how they would look if I moved above them to the right ; thoughts about their being artefacts must be related to thoughts about their not existing before a certain time or not coming into existence in the kitchen as the kettle boils . 812737: Obviously , <each kind of experience necessarily contains elements of the other . Thus , there is some degree of selfdetermination in the ship case because we> are free to shut our eyes , to cross the river and see it move from right to left , free to jump into the water and watch it coming
towards us , free to determine the speed with which it passes across our visual ﬁeld by moving our eyes with or against its movement . 812880: In fact , in <every microsecond of perceptual experience there is a tension between the real as refractory , as something we can not choose or will , and the subjective as chosen and willed . This may sound a somewhat highfalutin’ way of making an obvious point ; but the obvious points are often the important ones : in this tension we> ﬁ nd the limits of experience , beyond which we locate an objective universe and within which we locate subjectivity . 815800: They all concern , in different
ways , the appearance-reality distinction
, because
cognisance
be understood in terms of our drawing this distinction in <every area of our mental life . An infant at eight months who retrieves a completely-occluded object has made a major advance in understanding the appearance-reality distinction , at least on the plane of action , because he> now knows that , although the perceptual input at one time tells him that there is no rattle in his reachable space , really there is . 817169: It ‘s safe to say that <every child in every culture will go through a period of saying that the pencil which has been moved up is now longer or
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820098: From the standpoint of constructivism , the reason why associationist-representational theories so spectacularly fail to capture the essence of thought is that they ignore the fact that <every thought , like every action , has , at some level , a purpose . The fact that we> often feel that our thoughts come unheralded by ` intentions “ , that the content of our mental life is unwilled , just demonstrates how thin is the layer of consciousness . 824136: When , for example , a subject ﬁ tted with scalp electrodes over the auditory cortex is played a series of
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brief clicks through headphones and the EEG following <each click is averaged so that random ﬂuctuations cancel each other out , what is left is a systematic but complex pattern of electrical waves which is caused by the click in the same way that the waves on the surface of a pond are caused by dropping a pebble into it . The ﬁrst ﬁfty or so milliseconds of these waves are the most consistent for any particular stimulus and it> is thought that they are almost entirely generated by the incoming stimulus , irrespective of any mental activity on the part of the subject . 831223: One patient pronounces <every letter in a word separately ,
which suggests a problem of graphemic parsing . Another patient could name letters but could not sound them> out , suggesting a problem at the level of grapheme to phoneme assignment . 831360: Since brain damage can produce these very precise differences between patients , it is difﬁcult to avoid the conclusion that there is one part of the brain that has the precise function of carrying out <each piece of information processing that is speciﬁed within the cognitive model . It> seems to me to be perverse in the extreme to attempt to resist the claim that the brain is literally carrying out these functions . 835716: This early framework for sensory physiology -- of a piece with the Hobbesian idea of ` the organ proper to <each sense “ -- has undergone a good deal of reﬁnement . Within the cochlea ,i for example , it> has been shown that there are endings that respond preferentially to sounds of high rather than low pitch . 835830: The work of Hubel and Wiesel , in particular , put the conception of neurones as ` feature detectors “ , rather than simply energy detectors , on the map , supporting the idea that for <each cell in the cortex there was a speciﬁ c pattern of excitation that would reliably excite it . Each cell had its own stimulus requirements and when it>
became active this said something about the nature of the event or object in its own part of the visual ﬁeld . 835848: <Each cell had its own stimulus requirements and when it became active this said something about the nature of the event or object in its own part of the visual ﬁeld . It> would not be too great a distortion of the facts to say that the main thrust of twentieth century sensory physiology has been to move the application of the doctrine of speciﬁc energies inwards from the sensory ending towards and into the cortex . 838997: Why , in other words , should perception be of the perceived object rather than any other object in the causal chain further back in the causal chain ; why <every perception should not be of the Big Bang that started off the Universe . Nor is it> clear why the events in the cerebral cortex should count as a terminus ; why they -- rather than other events up- or down-stream -- should constitute the perception . 861386: I thought she must not like the idea of my going on the plane with her , then coming home <every year laden with presents . How could she> compare the <pb n=218> task of dusting and polishing the magniﬁ cent English furniture to the drudgery of cleaning our house , where there were only tom rags , a broom and a
pail of water , and you had to go down on your knees to scrub the ﬂoor and do the endless piles of washing by hand ? 877459: In London she lost umbrella after umbrella , as if with <each accidental leaving behind lay the idea that she might not need that particular umbrella again . She> left the museum and walked to her rooms to save money . 881248: Moments alone were limited to climbing his tenement stairs , smelling different cooking smells on <each landing . When she> reached the apartment she tried to write , but sounds of crying children and raised voices came through the ceiling and walls . 884136: As we listen to Kevin Kline
run through <every possible clichÈ about the English , the people who live upstairs begin to ﬁght . The noise gets louder and louder and we> wonder if they are beating their children . 894431: This word is ` Readers “ , which seems to indicate by my reckoning that 5 out of <every 6 letters written on women players are sent to readers who are Stefﬁ Graf fans . So you see , it> ‘s the opinion of the majority ( and including the crazy fan ) that Stefﬁ is great ! 896349: He has a normal baseline game but he uses his head , and he uses his opportunities to attack <every short ball . It> is very difﬁcult to produce this type of game but I
am asking my players to do it . 896383: Sanchez-Vicario also , of course is equally tough and she attacks <every ball so well . She> has very strong legs . 898960: So , you can experiment , adding an extra lane at <each end . It> is of paramount importance to realise and appreciate the value of deep groundstrokes . 922708: Take for example his statement that the position of <every groove , cut , and hole is relative to the dimension of the timber . What nonsense -- they are relative to the face side/edge , or the reference plane as the author calls it> . 941446: You then make little card templates of <each machine in the same
scale as your ﬂoor plan , then go and look for any other large objects that you might have to install -- your bench area , your timber storage area and a storage area for board material . You measure those up and make little templates to scale to represent them> . 941884: <Each machine is probably used by half a dozen different people every day . Some of them> may be less careful with it than others so we need machines that can take a battering . 945391: The leg-frame of <each table is mortise and tenoned ; 5/8in on the legs except the little top rail mortise . This could only be 5/8in long so <pb n=838> it> is 1/2in wide . 952350:
The two halves are screwed together with brass screws , three on <each side , two on the outer legs and one on the inner legs . This enables it> to be easily removed for winter storage or recoating with a wood preservative . <pb n=856> 963168: individual thermostatic radiator valves can be used to control the temperature of <each radiator individually . If you do n’t have them> , use manual valves to adjust the radiators or turn them off in rooms not in use . <pb n=6> 971754: A couple will <each get a personal community charge bill . If a couple is married or living together as man and wife , then they are married or living together
as man and wife , then they are liable for their partner ‘s community charge if it> is not paid . 986813: ` there is no general duty on a health authority to provide inpatient medical or nursing care to <every person who needs it . Legal precedents have established that the Secretary of State ‘s duty under Section 3 of the Act is qualiﬁ ed by an understanding that he> should do so ` within the resources available &hellip “ . 997398: This book shows something of what has emerged out of religious interpretations of death , not as a history of death but as an indication of what lies at the root of the major religious traditions , lending
to <each its characteristic style . It> includes sections on death and the origins of religion , and religions and the origins of death , from various religious perspectives -- those of Judaism , Christianity , Hinduism and Buddhism . 1004314: Yet <every year one questions the quality of many BR decisions . In 1989 we> were assured there was no , absolutely no , case for electrifying between Edinburgh and Glasgow : . 1006755: Unprintable were many of the comments when BR and Leyland collaborated on the ultimate basic DMU , slotting standard bus bodies on to coach frames , with an underbody power unit , and a ﬂ imsy cab bolted to <each
end . The seats were simple and uncomfortable , the noise intolerable , but it> still shaped a disastrous decade of short-term economy stock building that is now being regretted . 1014029: What is new is the much greater degree of sophistication which is now necessary to produce the maximum revenue yield from <each and every InterCity journey . Today ‘s equipment -- trains and track -- is very expensive to provide and maintain ; to cover its basic costs it> has to be in service providing revenue for up to say sixteen hours per day . 1036940: AT the beginning of the 1980s passengers experienced great variances of comfort and style on
InterCity and cross-country trains mainly according to whether they were travelling in one of the three basic designs that made up most of the ﬂeet , one <each from the ﬁfties , sixties and seventies . Features dating from before World War I were still commonly encountered , along with luxury wall-to-wall carpeting even in what today we> call standard class . 1043800: Opponents of the two locomotives for <each train concept were vindicated by a series of stress defects and overheating of the Paxman Valenta 2,250hp power units , and it was agreed to re-engine four Western Region examples with Mirrlees units . ( It> is the long-term plan
to re-engine 140 more . ) 1046978:
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Thirdly , it> may be valuable to indicate the style or quality of the movements to be used . 1047479: Fourthly , the choreographer should indicate roughly how long <each dance or episode should last . It> can not be repeated too often that a dancer requires less time to make a statement than do words or music . 1052753: For example , when the musical phrases get complicated because of the use of many notes , the dancers ﬁ nd themselves using their
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<every note its value . Occasionally this can be interesting as it> is in Bintley ‘s Consort Lessons ( 1984 ) . 1056365: <Every ballet must have a beginning
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because every ballet begins with a dancer or dancers making an entrance or being discovered on stage . It> must establish at once what type of character each is to play in the plot and the relationship of each to the environment of a theme or the style of dance being used . 1057718: Fokine said that <every ` phrase of his dance was a gesture “ , and explained : ` Undoubtedly an arabesque has many meanings but only when it appears as an idealised gesture . It> is a very apparent gesture ( in Les Sylphides ) , a yearning for height , for distance , an inclination of the whole body , a movement of the entire being . 1058697: He composed `
of discourse relations has beep proposed in
The Flight of the Swans “ ( his own title ) to herald <each arrival of Odette and the Swans . It> was not intended as music fur dancing . 1058836: They accompany her <every entrance . In contrast , he> provided passages of descending chords for Kostchei . 1063597: At ﬁrst the libretto is only an outline of how the story unfolds and what part <each member of the cast is supposed to play . It> also needs a brief explanation of how and why they make their entrances and exits . 1064825: Prokoﬁev ‘s solemn and doom-laden funeral march ﬁnally stamps the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet because it has already echoed through <each stage in the unLinton Wang, Eric McCready, Nicholas Asher (2003):
folding of the plot . It> seems the inevitable and only way to conclude such a passionate story of love and hate . <label> 1067759: if choreographers wish to make their design more interesting they should attempt to give <each step and pose some distinctive quality or unusual place in the design , which may or may not break the old conventions . As Fokine said : ` There can never be revolution in dance , only evolution , because the human body remains as it> always has been , a living apparatus which can only move in certain well-deﬁ ned ways . “ 1067901: <Every choreographer should realise that the usual vocabulary of steps is only a
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beginning . The problem is how to link them> so that they become like sentences in a play or poem . 1068530: Dancers easily understand how a series of swift pas de bourrÈe courus ( i.e. running on the toes ) as danced by the Queen of the Wilis in Giselle , differs from the same step performed piquÈ ( i.e. <each foot picked up sharply at each change of weight ) , as in many of petipa ‘s solos . But it> is not always easy to decide which isInformation
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ways mentioned can lead to other versions. for example , in her solo in Ashton ‘s Cinderella the Winter Fairy moves across the stage in a series of pas de bourrÈe
Pragmatics.
en tournant‡ terre , the feet weaving their in-and-out pattern as the arms ﬂick to and fro sparkling with frost . 1070147: Eveni more exciting changes of Èaulement can be foundi in Ashton ‘s Birthday Offering where <each soloist dances an old step at a new angle , without breaking the rules or older conventions of nineteenth-century ballet . He> then gives an entirely new quality to the class-room exercise on which these enchaÓnements are based . presented
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would appreciate <each sentence in his dance , petipa usually repeated each at least twice and usually four times . But towards the end of the second or
fourth repeat he> made some small alteration in the ports de bras so that the dancer could move easily into the next sentence . 1070597: Petipa clearly reﬂects in dance the gift that <each fairy brings to the Christening . The ﬁrst Fairy is slow and gracious to denote Beauty ; she> encircles her face with her hand and displays the line of her arm ( the traditional gesture for beauty ) . 1072217: Other practices that once held up the ﬂow ofFirst
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in the before a new step and the continual moving of the arms through 1st position at <every change of weight or during a ports de bras . This last convention is invaluable in early training because it> helps to stabilise balance during the transfer from one foot to the other and is also valuable in such ballets as Birthday Offering as it echoes the period and style of Glazounov ‘s music . 1072705: Technically <each movement emanates from and is circled round a centre line of <pb n=86> balance . Therefore in daily training it> is customary for each exercise to be performed to the left andSemantics-Pragmatics
right , forwards and Interface.
backwardsUMichigan.
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Therefore
2003. in daily training it is customary for <each exercise to be performed to the left and right , forwards and backwards . But even if a choreographer
breaks such regularity when setting a classical ballet he> usually balances the pattern made on the ﬂoor in one enchaÓnement by another moving in the opposite direction . 1073289: Much time was spent in the formulation of rules to lay down the alignments and Èaulements which would best display <each movement from the audience ‘s point of view . These rules still hold good for choreographers who work in the classical medium and the wise ones never neglect them> . 1076148: When the character of Harlequin , the Comic Lover , had become familiar in England he was quickly promoted to lead the pantomimes ; nowhere in ballet does he rise to
more commanding heights than as Captain Belaye in Cranko , s Pineapple Poll , where he takes on the superior airs and manners of the British Navy and becomes the apple of <every girl ‘s eye . Columbine too started life as a servant of the gods and gradually rose in rank from waiting on the aristocracy to conspiring with Harlequin in such ballets as The Good- Humoured Ladies , where the two of them> appear as serving maid and waiter . 1079772: <Each country with a sailing history has its own version which differs only slightly from that <pb n=98> <gap desc=picture ed=OUP> <pb n=99> <gap desc=picture ed=OUP> <ptr t=A12CA00D> <pb n=100> of
others . The difference lies in the rhythm of the pipe tune to which it> is danced . 1080303: <Every part of the foot was placed ﬁrst on the ﬂat and then up on pointes , and the working leg was raised to every possible height and angle . It> was certainly a spectacular display of what dancers could do with their legs whilst merely marching but the ports de bras were very limited and merely swung at the sides or sprang to attention . 1081345: <Each gesture in a sequence must be carefully timed so that it is of proper value to the whole . Once the sailor has ` climbed the rigging “ , which is usually an energetic process , he> ` looks out
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of harbour . 1082423: Such romantic libretti required a choreographer to have a greater understanding of the signiﬁcance of <each movement , particularly if the protagonists came from different classes or environments as in La Sylphide ( a farmer and a fairy ) or Giselle ( a count and a peasant ) . Fokine ‘s advice to those wishing to create the romantic style of dance was much as fur demi-caractËre when he> said : ` The choreographer should base his design on classical technique from the feet to the waist , but above that the dancer ‘s head , body and arms must be
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the Cstory or theme to be communicated . “ 1084749: Yet the Tutor ‘s capitulation to Natalia reveals her power over <every man she meets as well as his failure to withstand her wiles . Ashton ‘s careful build-up to this climax makes Vera ‘s discovery of them> in each other ‘s arms all the more poignant because she shows a child-like petulance at losing one she so longed to have for her own . 1085226: They will perhaps understand even better if they pay particular attention to the ﬁ ne details of <every movement . It> is no longer the case that the romantic style means
dancing classically from the feet
to the waist
andofabove
that allowing
the body , arms and head to express themselves to describe the moods , emotions and actions of the characters . <pb n=114> 1086210: Yet the discipline of MacMillan ‘s design in all its variety , dimension and structure requires <each dancer to understand and conform to technical discipline . It> is this which makes the performance capable of repetition . 1090377: <Every leap , turn , beat and somersault is perfectly co-ordinated with the phrase and with the music despite the fact that the dance scarcely reﬂ ects the period when the music was composed as does Ashton ‘s
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choreography in other ballets ( see page 42 ) . Choreographers should therefore note that it> is possible to design movements which may contradict the music that is being played , but not if they contradict the mood and rhythmic qualities of the whole context . 1091540: The great dancer Antonio was unable to match Massine ‘s design even though <each member of Antonio ‘s company danced as to the manner born . Antonio was a star dancer and he> could not take an objective view of the whole . 1093676: In <each of the three ballets discussed movements are not merely coloured by natural emotional expression but often by conventional and occupational gesture , which appear to spring from each dancer ‘s physical and mental reactions to each situation as it arises . A comparison of such different ballets as Enigma Variations , Fancy Free and The Rake ‘s Progress emphasises how important it> is for young choreographers to remember that ballet is an art of the general as well as of the particular . 1094430: The muscles must be trained to counter-balance <each otherappropriately if the dancer is to defy the laws of gravity whatever the style of dance . Even if it> seems inappropriately mentioned , any fall used as part of the design has to be carefully worked out . 1095239: Not
only do they reﬂect the signiﬁcance of <each part of the ancient ritual , but also the solemn chant of the singers during the ceremonies and later the raucous shouts of the guests at the feast . She> displays how to build living structures of pictorial importance by weaving individual dancers or groups deliberately and solemnly so that they frequently pause in a meaningful picture of distinctive shape . 1095530: The dancers drawing these straight , angled and very slightly rounded lines have to work accurately and be correctly aligned with their neighbours in <each temporary grouping . Each grouping has to be correctly aligned with the
other whether it> precedes , balances or follows another . 1096087: As she explores the vast cathedral-like space with her movements , she marvels at the shapes and lines <every part of her body can make to ﬁll the space . She> is supremely happy merely to dance in such a setting and to such music . 1096673: MacMillan created a strange gesture for Rudolf in Mayerling ; he frequently clasps his hand against the side of his head and ear as if to ease the pain of his deteriorating brain in order to shut out the rumours surrounding his <every activity . This gesture becomes more strongly evident and unpredictable as more and more events
crowd in until both hands are used to shut out thoughts of the suicide he> feels is inevitable . 1115791: Copper hop , late hop and dry hop extracts are available , <each emphasising the ﬂavour associated with that particular procedure . Brewers may thus formulate a character and emphasis it> in the beer . 1116223: For 50 years the Hops Marketing Board was a governmentregulated body that laid down the price of hops and how many <each grower should produce on an annual basis . It> also acted as a central store and clearing house for hops , organising the supply to the brewers . 1130095: Supporters across the globe will take part in
fundraising support climbs on their local hills , and their money will go to provide fresh water for the village of Askole on the way to K2 , where infant mortality is 50% , and other schemes on <every continent . The list of supporters is most impressive , among them> Vaclav Havel , Neil Kinnock , the Aga Khan , UN secretary-general Perez de Cuellar and BBC TV ‘s Blue Peter . 1133364: Once <each of us has progressed beyond the initial terror that being on a vertical plane high above the ground induces , once we feel comfortable above the ground , then a new awareness develops . We> learn that climbing is about tenuous niches in the horizontal rather than scaling a ` sheer cliff “ , as the journalese has it . 1133742: And with the numbers of climbers increasing by a signiﬁcant margin <each year our relevance within the broader public sphere will also increase . So a swift injection of logic might just save us> embarrassing ourselves any more . 1140064: Slabs , grooves , the odd bulge , then chimneys ; I mentally crossed off <each successfully negotiated landmark as the cloud built up . Slowly the tension eased as we> realised that we were going to make it ; we exchanged jokes , we moved with greater conﬁ dence . 1141082: <Every step now required the greatest care ,
for even the mere laying hold of a loose stone might have proved fatal . I had once taken hold of a piece of rock , and was about to trust my whole weight upon , it> , when it loosened from its bed , and I should have been sent headlong to the bottom had I not instinctively snatched hold of a tuft of grass , which grew close by it , and was so ﬁ rm as to save me . 1141255: ` When we had ascended a little more than half-way , I was much afraid we should have been doomed to return , on account of the masses of rock , over which we had to climb , beginning to increase in size ; we knew , however , that a descent would have been attended with
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inﬁnite danger , and being urged on partly by eagerness in our pursuit , but more from a desire to be at the top , we determined to brave <every difﬁculty . This we> did , for in about an hour and a quarter from the time of our beginning the ascent , we found ourselves on the top of this dreadful precipice , and in possession of some very uncommon plants &hellip “ 1144347: Impressed by their studiousness , we carefully counted out some coins , making sure <each boy got the same amount . After thanking the chief , we> continued up the mountain with the boys leading the way . 1149549: Only now mattered , for the present moment was so
ﬁlled with beauty that it smothered the effort of climbing , and with <every gasp of breath came a physical response to the glory of the day . Weariness was almost an essential part of it> . 1150142: As we lost height , just the two of us in a landscape of dazzling white , so Liena regained strength and interest in the day , and we would stop <every now and then to sit on our rucksacks in the snow that coated the glacier and gaze in awe at the beauty of the scene . There were peaks in view that reminded me> to the Matterhorn , of Ober Gabelhorn and Wellenkuppe . 1155782: I could n’t fault the descriptions , although I did ﬁ nd it a little irritating to be several paragraphs into <each section before the actual route of ascent was revealed . I feel it> would have been better to include this as a subheading to each mountain . 1156800: As to honest Partridge , he meant no wrong , for he is so bold a mountaineer , he can go anywhere that a sheep can ; and I dare say thinks <every person can do the same . “ He> died in 1815 . 1159216: This was in a period when I was based at Llandudno and <every available minute of spare time was spent in climbing and scrambling among those delightful hills . We> scaled the 3000’ers many times individually but never completed the walk
which incorporated them all , although two unsuccessful attempts were made . 1160870: In <each case the accuracy rate concerning events of which I had ﬁrst-hand knowledge was about 50% ; half the information correct , half wrong . I have to assume therefore that the rest is equally bad and that little of what we> read in guidebooks as climbing history should be taken seriously . 1163454: When wood is coloured with a penetrating dye and then sealed with a transparent ﬁ nish , there is no change in colour , other than after the ﬁrst coat of ﬁnish has been applied , whereas with an exterior type of wood stain , <each extra coat will make
the surface deeper in colour . Until a few years ago most wood dyes tended to fade in strong sunlight , but now many of them> contain transparent
iron oxides , which do not ifade and can be used on interior and exterior woodwork . 1166454: The average builder will probably have put in just a single central pendant light in <each room , so we have to add extra lights by plugging them into precious socket outlets ( precious because the builder does n’t put enough of these in either ! ) . But if you ‘re prepared to learn how to do the wiring and to do the ` building “ work ( and redecorating ) involved , it> ‘s not difﬁ cult to improve the
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lighting arrangements in your home by ﬁtting new permanent lights , and by doing something about the switching set-up . 1185739: <Each entry goes into the Grand Draw , so the more monthly competitions you enter , the greater your chances of winning . As well as the Star Prize , each month we> ‘ll be choosing the best Original Tip from those sent in , and the winner will receive a £100 bonus prize . 1185767: As well as the Star Prize , <each month we ‘ll be choosing the best Original Tip from those sent in , and the winner will receive a £100 bonus prize . The entry will go back into the bag for the Grand Draw , so you ‘ll have the
chance of winning more than one prize if you ﬁll in this section -- but it> is entirely optional . 1187167: Rendered or dashed walls can always beneﬁt from a coat of good exterior wall paint , and surfaces which are already painted will probably need recoating <every few years . We> review some of the materials available . 1190480: By choosing bulbs that multiply that ﬂower proliﬁcally , however , your investment shows good dividends <every year . These are often inexpensive bulbs too , and most of them> can be left to naturalise freely with the minimum of attention . 1193534: <Each separate query must be accompanied by a valid Free
Advice Coupon and an sae and each query should be written on a separate piece of paper . We> regret that we are unable to answer multiple queries that do not comply with these instructions . 1196875: When the light comes on at precisely the same time <each night and the curtains are n’t drawn , it ‘s clear the house is empty . Neighbours who will do this service for you should use the back door , where there ‘s less chance of them> being seen going in and out . 1197682: As <each tread was scraped ﬂ ush and tamped , we moved up to the next ; when the surface water had run off , the step could be ﬁnished . We> made the non-slip surfaces by
stippling the tops with a bass broom -- a fairly new one works best . 1207456: <Every few months his owner gives Ben a bath . He> has his own towel and shampoo , but she uses the family bath and sometimes her own hairdryer . 1209603: Bonhams have a sale of canine art <every January to coincide with Crufts , in which every doggie artefact imaginable can be found . Bonhams press ofﬁ cer Jill Potterton told Dogs Today : ` We> are happy to give free evaluations to members of the public who come to see us . 1228734: In that little exchange which is the entire Drunks fragment the ` loose end “ idea undercuts the moral and <every other aspect
of the matter , and once again there ‘s a link with journalism , this time Dostoevsky ‘s own . He> speciﬁes 150 years because he has in mind the social and political reforms of Peter the Great in the early Eighteenth Century . 1228928: In Crime and Punishment itself the Petrine reforms get the merest glancing reference , and only one , when Raskolnikov ‘s friend Razumikhin speaks of ` us “ ( compare the ` we “ of the Drunks fragment ) as ` divorced from practical affairs of <every sort for nearly two hundred years “ . This is a hasty throw-off in the middle of a wide-ranging argument , and it> has no particular bearing on drink .
1229197: <Every piston moves because every little cog plays its part . Eventually , it> drives its load forward . 1231494: Common sense may deem this a highfalutin account of a quality possessed by <every exciting story . Well yes , in so far as it> ‘s a question of degree , though if Crime and Punishment <pb n=216> really is the king of thrillers then there ‘s something unique to remark in it and even to wax a bit pompous about . 1238043: He gropes mentally , ` straining <every nerve in an agonised attempt to divine as quickly as Possible where the trap lay “ . And then he> sees it , and the moment is successfully negotiated . 1256433:
On the other hand this skulking novelist told himself in a notebook , as we recall , ` I am a character “ ; and there is <every reason why the narrating ` I “ of The Possessed should be perfectly visible . Sometimes he> is just a secondary ﬁgure ﬂoating in the novel ‘s bloodstream , as at the fÍte where he has got roped in with a few other young men to be a marshal and make sure everything goes smoothly . 1263842: My dear chap , a different path lies before <each man and no one of us can tell what road he may chance to follow . “ Stepan Verkhovensky kits himself up with umbrella , travelling-bag , walking stick , broad-brimmed hat ,
belted overcoat and top-boots like a hussar ‘s ; and -- Quixote overlaid for English readers by Pickwick , the White Knight , Mr Toad -- he> talks the language of ` high adventure “ and the open road : ` there ‘s a great idea in the open road too ! “ <pb n=295> 1267497: <Each mask is pulled down onto the base , which can be variety of shapes , by a magnetic catcher . Plasma etching and ion implantation techniques are then used to build up transistor structures , rather than diffusing them> into the substrate material . 1267924: <Each 1.6Gﬂ ops module , of Giga Cube , contains 18 T9000s. 16 for processing , one redundant device and one
conﬁguration controller . If a failure occurs in one of the 16 on-line chips , the controller detects it> and switches in the redundant chip . 1267988: The Giga cubes <each have their own cooling system . Heatpipes draw energy away from the electronics and pass it> into a cooling unit where either air or water is used to dissipate the heat . 1269623: Small wonder that scientists are searching for <every lower temperatures , nearer still to absolute zero , where even more mysterious effects may be waiting . But it> is no easy task . 1280966: A printed DXF ﬁ le is quickly recognisable by consisting mainly of a narrow strip of short lines
down the left hand margin of <each page , usually a large number of pages , and a great deal of white paper . It> needs to be remembered that the format is not primarily designed for printing on paper ; this is just a handy feature . <ptr t=A19CA00L> <ptr t=A19CA00M> <ptr t=A19CA00N> <ptr t=A19CA00P> <pb n=740> 1283110: However , the coding which follows an ESC character tends to be speciﬁ c to <each application . This is a major issue , since not only must the control information be interpreted correctly , but the printer must know when the control characters have ﬁnished and it> should start interpreting the following characters as text
again . 1283843: In <each application a source ﬁle is interpreted in real time . Thus a printer which supports it> must contain a Postscript interpreter . 1288295: The voltage on <each capacitor reaches approximately 1/4 ( VP-4VF ) , where VF is the forward-voltage drop across one diode . However , the total output voltage does n’t equal the sum of the voltages on the four capacitors ; it> ‘s less than that by two diode drops . 1336528: He is now a poststructuralist and has abandoned the great Jane Austen project , as he disbelieves in the possibility of any kind of deﬁ nite textual meaning or interpretation : ` <every decoding is another encoding . “ Zapp is simply keeping up with the state of the art ; he> is more convinced than ever that professionalism is its own justiﬁcation and reward . 1348124: But as Morris Zapp puts it in his poststructuralist phase , ` <every decoding is another encoding . “ When we> have given , or been given , a seemingly adequate theoretical account of our processes , then that account may itself need to be understood and analysed in a further , meta-theoretical discourse , and so on . 1351874: <Every serious practising critic knows a secret which is less often publicly discussed , namely , that there exists no ready-made corridor between the sealed chambers of stylistic investigation and that equally unventilated space in which the object of study is reconstituted as narrative structure . In practice , whatever the solution adopted there is always an uncomfortable shifting of gears in the movement from one of these perspectives to the other : nor does the assertion of this or that ` homology “ between style and narrative do much more than to pronounce resolved in advance the dilemma for which it> was supposed to provide a working answer . 1353754: The academic study of music may be a specialist ﬁ eld , but music , of <every kind , is widely diffused and performed ;
only a small percentage of those attending concerts or recitals will have taken degrees in music . Similarly , one would like to see a state of affairs in which many more people read and enjoyed poetry than had taken a degree in it> . 1364155: But if <every work of art is simply the expression of the artist ‘s intuition , it is evident that an absolute or complete pattern would be useless , since the intuitions of two different minds could never be expressed by the same form : nor can anything in art be said to have been ` done once for all “ , since if it were ` done again “ by another hand -- used , that is , to express the intuition
of another spirit -- it would be no longer what had been done before . Newbolt ‘s attitude is still very common -- not only among the British <pb n=227> ( especially those who have come under the inﬂuence of F. R. Leavis ) , but also among American free versiﬁers who think they are an avantgarde and who are muddled enough to think that they have Pound ‘s authority to back them> . 1365521: It would be tedious to quote and consider <every one of the tributes that pound paid to Binyon . One is at the end of Gaudier-Brzeska ( 1916 ) ; another is in a Criterion article of 1937 , ` D’Artagnan Twenty Years After “ ; in that year appeared Polite
Essays , which includes Pound ‘s review of Binyon ‘s translation of the Inferno ( originally <pb n=230> in The Criterion for April 1934 ) ; there are two tributes to Binyon in Guide to Kulchur ( 1938 ) ; in 1948 at St Elizabeth ‘s pound was still pressing Binyon on the attention of Charles Olson ; and as late as 1958 he> took the opportunity of Pavannes and Divagations to get back into print his appreciative note on The Flight of the Dragon . 1372475: Yet in one sense the circumstances of any and <every poem are ` special “ ; and at any rate all these instances show that , in his own writing as in the writing of others , Pound was prepared to recognize circumstances which justiﬁed departing very far indeed from Ford ‘s and the imagists ‘ precepts about diction , indeed ﬂying in the face of them . But what , then , are we> to make of it when , in 1939 , writing an obituary of Ford , Pound lumped together two old associates of his , <pb n=246> Fred Manning and Henry Newbolt , and excoriated them for continuing to use the ` poetical “ diction from which Ford ‘s timely polemics had weaned Pound himself ? 1374576: If signiﬁ cance is supposed to accrue with <each repeated conjunction , it fails to do so for me . However , at Canto 106/753-54 ( there is a brief allusion at
104/745 to the mosaics at Monreale ) , we> do at last ﬁnd a Sicilian allusion in the context of writing that we can recognize as distinguished : 1387480: As the child that comes or may come from a sexual encounter between a man and a woman differs from the child born from that man and some other woman ( or from the same man and the same woman on another occasion ) , so <every genuine poem is the unique product of one unrepeatable encounter between the artist and an unearthly partner who may be called ` Muse “ or ` goddess “ . ` Make it> new ! “ was notoriously Pound ‘s cry . 1387523: Though <every responsible artist must know the annals
of his art ( no one more than Pound insisted on that ) , still every artwork that is worth anything not only can be but has to be new , unprecedented . For pound , alike in his sexual and artistic life , ` Make it> new “ was incompatible with ` Here we go again’ ( if that vulgarity be permitted ) . 1392477: The editor of The Criterion , from 1923 and more insistently from 1926 , revealed himself as a writer with indeed a message , of a very bleak and uncompromising sort , affronting at almost <every point the suppositions of secular liberalism . And it> was asking too much of readers that they should insulate Eliot the editor and editorialist from Eliot the poet ; so that they should read ` Ash-Wednesday “ without feeling that they were being nudged into the Roman Catholic or the Anglo-Catholic church -- 1395539: Yet these matters , it has been suggested , lie deep -- indeed , unutterably deep -- in <every American psyche ; and it is good that from time to time the unutterable be uttered -- it is , one might say , one of the things that we look to poets for . There can be little doubt for instance that the doubtfulness or downright hostility felt towards Eliot by some Americans , particularly in recent decades , derives from the sort of American Eliot was -- and remained , long after he> had taken British citizenship . 1400007: In a poem designed on such a scale ( and this evidence of ` design “ on such a scale from the ﬁrst is astonishing ) it was obviously illegitimate to look , as Edmund Wilson did , for emotional or affective unity in <each or any Canto in isolation . As Pound confessed in another letter in 1933 : ` Most Cantos have in them> ` binding matter “ , i.e. lines holding them into the whole poem and these passages do n’t much help the reader of an isolated fragment &hellip 1403721: <Every change he has advocated has always struck him as being <pb n=312> of instant urgency . This is
not only the temperament of the teacher : it> represents also , with Pound , a passionate desire , not merely to write well himself , but to live in a period in which he could be surrounded by equally intelligent and creative minds . 1403964: But in Eliot ‘s earlier sentences we have been told of Pound ‘s serving not ` art “ , but artists ; of his being concerned that they should <each realize his or her full potential , so that the level of accomplishment ( in ` letters “ as well as ` art “ ) should be raised all round . In that way , so Eliot has suggested , Pound made himself responsible for a whole ` period “ , the period of his
lifetime , anxiously impatient that it> too lift itself to a higher level . 1412399: He had a polished wooden peg that went tap-tapping <every Tuesday night along jubilee Road . With his grizzled beard and his peg-leg he> looked like an extra from Treasure Island . 1433793: Noreen and his mother were still at their posts , ﬂ anking him on <each side , unable to believe it either . It> was a calm evening and sounds carried . 1459898: And in <each piece this is matched by a peculiarly private quality of movement and motivation . This personal stamp is partly created by the unique range of Burrows “ inﬂuences -- British folk dance from his
training at the Royal Ballet School , ballet itself , and at the opposite extreme the minimal , unburnished style of Rosemary Butcher , with whom he> has performed several times . 1465918: Mr Skinner in speeches decrying ` unparalleled levels of foreign investment “ , has made references to ` the covenants that spell out the opportunities “ for the airlines of <each nation . Foreign inﬂ uence over major US airlines would mean ` this framework would be radically altered , “ he> said . 1468014: Very recent history suggests the world has become much more like that again , with investment in <each country breaking free from the constraint of
domestic savings . Evidence of excessive demand There is some observable good sense in this argument , and it> helps to explain why sterling has not hit the fan a lot earlier , during a truly spectacular swing from surplus to deﬁcit over the past two years . 1469943: ` We approach <every problem as a speciﬁc problem . It> is what makes us different from the commercial banks . 1479007: ISAAC NEWTON , Franz Kafka and Winston Churchill were , as infants , united in common misfortune : physically puny and starved of parental love , <each was condemned to a lifelong wrestle with potentially annihilating depression . In their achievement as
adults -- each imposing his order on an external world he> made his own -- they were united in triumph . 1487214: The ﬂights that circle Kabul <every quarter of an hour are a morale booster for the hard-pressed population . ` The Soviet Union is giving us> oxygen -- bread and weapons to defend ourselves , “ said Suleman Laeq , the minister for tribes and nationalities . 1496400: Without any proper party organisation he fought a brilliant campaign in 1965 , canvassing the French throughout August ` on <every beach from Dunkirk to Menton “ . He> was eliminated in the ﬁ rst round , coming fourth behind de Gaulle , Mitterrand and Jean Lecanuet . 1498166: He loved the place and he returned <every year to play an often small part as umpire of races between undistinguished clubs far below the Olympic standard he was obliged to administer . He> said this summer that as he gradually wound down his involvement in sport , Henley would be the last thing he would give up . 1511735: The former ferry steward , who rose through the National Union of Seaman before being elected MP for Hull , wears <every thought and feeling on his sleeve . He> is therefore easily riled or mocked . 1516599: <Every year he would have half a dozen nine- and 10-year-olds in his class who could barely
read . He> treated reading as a team effort , getting them to read the Daily Mirror rather than the dull , babyish books on offer . 1525339: Calcavecchia , who defends the Open Championship here next summer , had never seen St Andrews before and he improved with <every round . In the 36-hole ﬁnal yesterday , he> went round in a ﬁve-under-par 67 to defeat Hajime Meshiai by a stroke . 1560548: This may seem meaningless to non-churchgoers and trivial to churchgoers since it is part of the Athanasian Creed recited <every Sunday . But if you admit the existence of this supernatural body , the question then becomes , where on earth can it> be
found ? 1562157: Autumn has occurred <every year since records began . The Government must have known it> was coming again , yet has done absolutely nothing to prevent the side-effects . 1566008: With this in mind , <each year we publish details of all our licensing . This year we> are producing further information on all research projects licensed since our inception . 1585849: ` These new cluster rockets have a range of 30 to 40 miles , and <each one has 90 small mines in it . These are weapons of mass destruction , “ he> said in his well-guarded ofﬁ ce near the presidential palace in Kabul . 1600681: Sylvia comes from nine to ﬁve
<each weekday , and nurses are on duty between six and 10 every evening and for a few hours at the weekend . But Elaine says that despite this help , she> might as well be in an institution . 1600999: The nurses who come in the evenings and at weekends are from an agency - which can mean , for Elaine , a new face <every night of the week . Every new nurse needs detailed instructions about how to care for her> -- down to details such as pulling her bra on properly and making sure she is dry before getting her dressed . 1601005: <Every new nurse needs detailed instructions about how to care for her -- down to details such as pulling her
bra on properly and making sure she is dry before getting her dressed . ` Please treat me> normally . 1606676: The Shefﬁeld nursery , costing £35 a week for <each child , has spaces for 46 children aged between six months and ﬁve years . It> will be open between 8.15am and 6.15pm , with provision for care outside these hours . 1610276: ` <Every Labour MP was elected two years ago on a pledge to rid Britain of nuclear weapons . We> can not go back on this pledge , “ Mr Benn said . 1611186: ` If the price of ending nuclear power is to close <every pit I will pay it because my interest is in the future of the human race , “ -- Arthur
Scargill . ` It> is for a constituency Labour Party to welcome Mr Scargill with open arms , or any arms . “ 1612804: The general principle is that the cost of those referrals will be met by <each district ‘s contingency reserve , the guidance says . They will only be challenged if ` it> can be shown that the proposed referral is wholly unjustiﬁ ed on clinical grounds , or where an alternative referral would be equally efﬁcacious , taking into account the patient ‘s wishes “ . 1617535: The man said his group held 64 documents relating to IRA suspects in the Irish Republic and claimed the group had members in <every police sub-division ,
of which the RUC has 38 . The RUC said : ` It> appears the journalist met a man who is unknown to him and whose identity he is unable to verify . 1618641: There is no doubt that almost <every ofﬁcer in the RUC , a largely Protestant force , would be opposed to the Anglo-Irish accord . It> is also clear that an unknown number of ofﬁcers have individually , over the years , passed material to loyalist terrorists . 1633080: But Anthony Stroud , racing manager to Old Vic ‘s owner , Sheikh Mohammed , believes it highly unlikely that the confrontation that <every racegoer would love to witness , will take place . ` I would be surprised if it>
* I would like to thank all people who have given me helpful and insightful feedback on this work, in particular Lyn Frazier and Angelika
was decided to bring Old Vic back to tackle a mile and a quarter , even though it would be a nice idea , “ he said . 1634429: ` <Every extra day brings terrible consequences . We> have started to lose control of things . 1649552: They are part of the increasing worldwide trend where knowledge , goods , services and markets are being exchanged between players <each hoping to become ` global “ organisations . The Japanese have internationalisation as a national objective , which makes them> particularly enthusiastic players in this exchange . 1670613: Chesterton said that ` tradition is the democracy of the dead “ but in France ` the
Kratzer; my classmates and fellow students at the University of Massachusetts, here in particular Meredith Landman, Anne-Michelle Tessier,
dead “ get a seat in parliament , together with three secretaries <each , interest-free loans , subsidised foreign travel and an income of about £40,000 , half of which is tax free . Those who attack the Senate say that it> should be abolished , that it is useless and corrupt . 1678653: But most of the rest of his career was as a travel photographer working for P & O and Union Castle , as well as the tourist boards for the Bahamas , Barbados and Jamaica , where he went <every second winter to photograph personalities such as Joan Crawford or Richard Lester , and incidentally took the last photographs of Ian Fleming and Noel Coward .
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Goodman was always hard up and enjoyed the friendship and generosity of friends such as Francis Bacon who would help him> out . 1680914: His ﬁeldwork in England and Wales led him to visit virtually <every castle with visible remains , from humble earthwork upwards , culminating in the publication of his Castellarium Anglicanum ( 1983 ) . This two-volume work details all the castles built in England and Wales
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directly on what a Labour government could do . 1685186: The leadership proposals -- for an ethnic minority-led socialist society open to white voting members , and a future national executive seat -- crumbled under pressure from supporters and opponents of separate ` black sections “ at <every level . It> left the Labour hierarchy acknowledging frankly that the long-running dispute had ended in stalemate , and with no clear plan for achieving a generally acceptable constitutional formula . 1688329: He predicted that the industry -- which the Government has pledged will be privatised in the early 1990s -- would be broken up before being
sold , with <each package containing a mixture of proﬁt and loss-making pits . Would-be investors would need their wits about them> , he said . 1701329: The voice-over described the need for accommodation for the thousands of unemployed youngsters who pour hopefully into London <every year , while the camera panned around the sparse but well-kept lodgings . We> found ourselves in the kitchen where a well-groomed girl was washing up - one of the tasks for which residents were responsible in this co-operative household . 1702172: It is only in the last generation that British education has begun to grasp the idea that schooling should
maximise the opportunity of <every individual child . It> was a cruel irony that that this movement coincided with a muddled , patronising reluctance to admit that working-class life was culturally impoverished . 1712095: Hull supporters , who have never seen their side successful at Wembley , have a list of what went wrong on <each occasion . ` In 1985 , “ a Boulevard fan told me> last year , ` Wigan had superman on the wing . “ 1715460: BRYAN BEESON and Jason Nicolle , two members of the England team whose make-up has caused so much controversy , created sensations yesterday when <each of them brought down members of Pakistan ‘s defending world title team at the World Open Championships here . Beeson , the England captain , scored his ﬁrst victory over the world No. 9 , Zarak Jahan Khan , with one of the ﬁnest performances of his career , and then complained about the remarks he> claimed his opponent had been making during the rallies . 1724387: EDUCATION AND training were now the ` commanding heights “ of <every modern economy , Mr Kinnock told the conference . He> said : ` Now and for all time in the future , human skills and human talents will be the major determinants of success or failure -- not just for individuals but for a whole society in all of its social , cultural and commercial life . “ 1738667: ISC is understood to have small contracts in <each of these territories but further ` phantom “ contracts are believed to have been invented to make the company seem more successful than it was . The whereabouts of James Guerin , ISC ‘s former chairman , are still unknown and he> has yet to make contact with Ferranti ‘s advisers . 1749324: I suppose he had , in good faith , forgotten -- though Tony Benn in conference reminded him -- that in 1987 <every Labour MP , every one , was elected on that unilateralist promise . But , as the conference slogan told us> again and again , ` Meet the
Challenge : Make the Change . “ 1759627: In it , a group of star economists , including Sir Alan Walters , Mrs Thatcher ‘s personal adviser , showed how , in any stream of trafﬁc , <every additional vehicle slows down those already there -- and that the slower the speed of the trafﬁc stream being joined , the greater the hindrance caused by every joining vehicle . Smeed went on to argue that if drivers were charged for the delays they impose on one another , some of them> would travel at different times , by different means or to different places -- and that time wasted by everyone in jams would be reduced . 1776209: This was largely
due to the fact that Ramsey took <every opportunity to ask that old people should retain their dignity and as much independence as possible . ` How would you like to have to ask for a penny to buy a stamp if you wanted to write a letter ? “ she> would ask . 1782565: Down in the foyer , the audio tape of Mr Skinner ‘s chairman ‘s address to conference was already outselling <every other cassette . And descending from the dizzy heights of Labour ‘s megalithic conference platform , he> was as caustic as ever of the slick political selling job it symbolised . 1782603: ` It gets bigger and bigger <every year . Now it> looks like a scene set
from Beau Geste , or one of those biblical epics . 1785523: On the second day of the magazine ‘s appeal for a retrial of the libel action in which Mrs Sutclife was awarded £600,000 , Geoffrey Shaw , her counsel , said : ` This woman has undergone more stress since 1981 than any of us are <every likely to undergo . ` This was the wife of Peter Sutcliffe , who woke to a nightmare in January , 1981 , and it> was a nightmare that never went away . “ 1787662: This is the process whereby <every scrap of green land in a town is up for grabs by development . Contradictorily , Mr Patten also declared himself in favour of seeing urban land recycled -- it> already provides nearly half the land used for new homes . 1804810: Yardley was a golden boy pre-war who achieved almost <every prize life and sport had to offer except , probably , the two he craved most : recovering the Ashes from Australia and taking Yorkshire to the County Championship . As a right-hand bat and useful seamer , he> captained St Peter ‘s , York , when hardly out of short trousers , won his Blue as a freshman at Cambridge and , in turn , captained his school , university , county and country . 1808656: <Each side in turn went close to dispensing with extra time , Crown hitting a post then Paul Gascoigne
having a chip turned on to the bar . But Spurs lasted longer , the sparkling Nayim being denied another goal after a colleague was spotted offside while he> completed an intricate run . 1819523: They dug out <every inch of expression . “ Cale also had misgivings about setting Thomas ‘s poems to music , ` because they sound really beautiful and I did n’t know whether I could take something with so much noise in them> , so much built-in jazz , and maintain it . “ 1819894: I do n’t think Lou remembers how hard we worked , but it was <every weekend for 18 months , going over and over these songs until we had all these dismembered arrange-
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BACKGROUND

Investigating the impact of discourse relations on the
acceptability of cross-sentential quantiﬁer-variable binding
(quantiﬁcational subordination).
Online acceptability rating.
Discourse relations play a crucial role for the acceptability
of quantiﬁcational subordination. In particular, causal
discourse relations allow for quantiﬁcational subordination,
in contrast to non-causal discourse relations.

MATERIALS

The materials used in this study were two-sentence discourses that differed
with respect to two conditions: causality and antecedent type.

RESULTS

Causality described whether there was a causal connection between the ﬁrst
and second sentence. Discourse relations are not overtly encoded and have
to be inferred from the discourse content and context. However adverbs such
as ‘thus’ or ‘lately’ were used to indicate a particular discourse connection,
e.g. causal or temporal respectively.

Main effects of both factors were found (2×2 ANOVA). However, while there
was a highly signiﬁcant effect of causality for the quantiﬁcational sentences,
only a numeric effect of causality could be found for the referential items
(t-tests). This difference is reﬂected in a highly signiﬁcant interaction.

µ

Antecedent type classiﬁes the nominal phrases in the ﬁrst sentence that
serve as binders or antecedents for the pronouns in the second sentence.
Antecedent NPs were either referential — for instance ‘my friend Chris’, or
‘the janitor in our school’ — or quantiﬁcational — for instance ‘every patient’
or ‘every janitor in the area’.

It has traditionally been assumed that the scope of universal quantiﬁers
such as ‘each’ and ‘every’ is sentence-bound, that is, that they may not bind
pronouns in subsequent sentences. This is motivated by data such as in (1).

(1) [Every dog] came in. *[It] lay down under the table.
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µ

referential

: 1.83

quantiﬁcational
non-causal

However, there are cases that show that this constraint seems to be too
strong, as illustrated by the very natural sounding examples in (2) and (3),
extracted from the BNC.

These conditions led to four types of two-sentence discourses that were
constructed from sentences as illustrated in (6) below.

Context Sentences
quantiﬁcational antecedent

(2) The menopause is a natural event in [every woman’s] life. It marks the
end of [her] periods and [her] capacity to bear children.

(3) [Each machine] is probably used by half a dozen different people every
day. Some of them may be less careful with [it] than others, so we need
machines that can take a battering.

referential antecedent

The contrast between (4a) and (4b) below indicates that the availability of the
binding relation depends on the structure of the discourse.
(4) a. [Every rice-grower] owns a wooden cart. [He] uses it when [he]
harvests the crop.
b. [Every rice-grower] owns a wooden cart. *[He] used it yesterday to
harvest the crop.

Continuation Sentences
causal continuation

non-causal continuation

In an eye tracking study by Carminati et al., no signiﬁcant slowdown was
found for conjoined sentence pairs for which a binding relation, but no ccommand relation, was available, such as (5a) in relation to (5b).

CURRENT STUDY

The aim of this study is two-fold.
 First, the study is supposed to show whether quantiﬁer-variable binding
across a sentence boundary is equally available in German.
 Second, I want to argue that grammatical instances of quantiﬁcational
subordination must satisfy speciﬁc discourse requirements. In particular,
I’m investigating whether a causal discourse relation allows for a quantiﬁer
to bind a pronoun in a following sentence.

(6) Jeder unserer Patienten, / der sich im
letzten Jahr ein Bein brach, /
every our.GEN patients
who self in.the last
year a leg broke
hatte Ärger mit der Krankenversicherung.
had trouble with the health.insurance
‘ Every patient of ours who broke a leg during the last year experienced
trouble with his health insurance.’
Mein Freund Christian, / …
my friend Christian …
(continued as above)

Er musste sich deswegen / mit viel
Papierkram / herumschlagen.
he needed self therefore
with much paper.stuff beat.around
‘ For that reason, he needed to bother with a lot of paper work.’

Er hatte aber / auch schon vorher / viel Pech
mit Versicherungen.
he had but
also already before much bad_luck with insurances.
‘ In addition, he had already had lots of trouble with insurance companies.’

Both quantiﬁcational and referential context sentences were continued with
either causal or non-causal continuation sentences. For instance, a
referential / non-causal discourse from the examples above would for be

(5) a. [Every Midwestern farmer] planted corn and then [he] worried
endlessly about the weather.
b. [Every Midwestern farmer] admitted that [he] worried endlessly
about the weather.

‘ My friend Christian, who broke his leg last year, experienced trouble with
his health insurance. In addition, he had already had lots of trouble with
insucance companies. ’

METHOD

µ

24 native speakers of German were presented 4 discourses of each type and
38 ﬁller discourses in randomized order on a computer screen in a frame by
frame fashion. Immediately following the last frame, the participants were
asked to rate the naturalness of the discourse on a scale from 1 to 5, where
a response of 1 indicated a fully natural sounding discourses and 5 an
unacceptable one.
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Average acceptability judgments for two-sentence discourses
on a scale from 1 (very natural discourse) to 5 (totally unacceptable)

The graph illustrates the vast impact that non-causal discourse connections
have on the acceptability of quantiﬁer binding across sentence borders.

DISCUSSION

These results support the hypothesis that causality plays a role for intersentential quantiﬁer-variable binding. The absence of a causal discourse
relation does not affect the referential cases in the same way as it does affect
the quantiﬁcational cases, which I will take as evidence that the effect is not
due to a general incompatibility of the two sentences in the non-causal case.

Conclusions:




Quantiﬁers have the potential to bind pronouns in the following sentence,
both in German and English.
Not just any discourse relation allows for cross-sentential binding — while
non-causal discourse continuations are fully acceptable for context
sentences with referential antecedents, they are almost ruled out for
sentences that contain a quantiﬁcational antecedent.

Speculations:




Causal discourse relations are only one type of discourse relations that
allow for quantiﬁcational subordination. In order to account for examples
of telescoping, I think the more general notion of a non-accidental
generalization is needed.
The notion of a non-accidental generalization might be related to a
semantic account of quantiﬁcational subordination involving generic
quantiﬁcation over possible events.

Thank you.*

